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Social Trends 
The Enlightenment sweeps Europe   (Voltaire, Diderot, John Locke, etc)    and 

France is the cultural capital of the world. 

 Neoclassical Art (David) is in vogue, as is the Rococo style among the aristocracy   

 The Bourgeoisie increase in number and wealth (but not in their political influence) 

 The Aristocracy is decreasing in real power, but holding tight to their status and traditional rights 

 Population Explosion (Declining Birth rates, but decreasing infant mortality rates) 

 New Attitudes toward Child Rearing (Rousseau):  children should be nurtured 

 

Diplomatic / International Trends 
A “Balance of Power” keeps any one country from absolutely dominating the others 

Warfare has limited objectives and is therefore not very destructive (but still very expensive). 

 Economic Wars between France and the Dutch / British at the beginning of the century 

 Britain becomes the dominate Empire Nation and Trading Nation after the 7 Years War (1763) 

 Swedish dominance in the Baltic gives way to Russian Dominance (Great Northern War) 

  Peter the Great’s desire for a freshwater port 

 Continual conflict/competition between Austria & Prussia (war of Austrian Succession) over influence  

 Poland is carved up like a Christmas Turkey by the “Enlightened Despots” 

 

Religious Trends 
Among Elites:  attempts to reconcile the new science & philosophy with Religious Beliefs  

 Continued decline in traditional Christianity and the development of a new  view of God (DEISM) 

    (Whereas the Humanists had attacked church abuses  &  Reformers attacked the church hierarchy,   

  the philosophes attacked the superstition, emotionalism & doctrines of Christianity itself) 

Among the Masses:  A Religious Revival sweeps Europe based on personal experience and emotionalism 

 

Political Trends 
Stability / Stagnation in Western Europe, while Absolutism takes hold in Eastern Europe  

 Eastern Europe (early 1700s):  Absolute monarchs Peter the Great / Frederick William “the soldier king” 

 Eastern Europe: (later 1700a);   the rise of “Enlightened” Absolutism 

    Russia’s Catherine the Great,  Prussia’s Frederick the Great,  &   Austria’s Joseph II  

   Energetic rulers try to rationalize government structure and institute some enlightened reforms 

 Western Europe:  Stability / Stagnation  

    France:  Louis XV and XVI  - Government is spending too much!!  

    Great Britain:  The rise of Ministerial Government (Robert Wolpole) / dominance of Parliament 

    Dutch Republic:  the decline of the Dutch  

 

Economic Trends 
A Prosperous Period:  Mercantilism & Empire building dominate the concerns of most countries 

    (but revolutionary changes are bubbling up) 

 Enlightenment Philosophes (Adam Smith) attack Mercantilism and advocate Laissez-faire 

 Empire Building increases Worldwide Trade (Slavery increases) 

 England becomes the dominant trading nation (overwhelming the Dutch) 

 The Cottage system:  The dominant way of manufacturing 

 Agricultural Revolution:  New Crops, & new techniques   

 The Enclosure Movement is turning public lands into private estates 

 Commercial Revolution:  continuation of the commercial revolution.  Public credit, money,   

 

 Science / Technology 
 Technological Innovation in agriculture. 

 New inventions in cotton textile production will spark the Industrial Revolution of the 1800s 

  Steam engine / coal power / Iron production  


